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Abstract: Past researches found that the results got by triaxial stress sensitivity experiments are near
the fact of field, but the experimental conditions are not ascertain. This paper carried out triaxial stress
sensitivity experiments under different testing conditions, such as back pressure, loading speed of
confining pressure and the size of the axial stress. The results indicate that: relationship between net
stress and dimensionless permeability follows exponential function; if there is back pressure on outlet
of the testing cores, the stress sensitivity tested will be stronger; with the increase of axial stress, the
stress sensitivity becomes weaker, to simulate the actual reservoir, the experiment should be carried
out under the condition of triaxial stress; the faster the rising speed of the confining pressure, the more
serious the stress sensitivity of the core, so proper loading speed should be selected when carrying out
the stress sensitivity experiments. The studying results provide theoretical references for how
carrying out stress sensitivity experiments.
Introduction
There are two main types of stress sensitivity evaluation methods, one kind is that changing the
confining pressure to test the permeability with the confining pressure under the condition that the
pore pressure is keeping constant; another kind is that keeping the confining pressure to the formation
condition, then change the pore pressure and test the change of permeability. However, limited by the
testing device, these two methods are carried out under the condition of single shaft. As it is known
that the formation rock suffers three dimensional stresses: vertical stress and two horizontal stresses.
The stress sensitivity under the condition of single shaft only considers the overlying formation
pressure, so the testing results are not suited to the formation condition. So this paper carries out stress
sensitivity experiments under triaxial stress, during the testing process, the testing conditions are
changed, such as back pressure, loading speed of confining pressure and the size of the axial stress.
Experimental equipment and method
Experimental equipment

Fig.1 Triaxial stress sensitivity testing device(ROCK600-5HT)

Experimental equipment is the adaptive automatic triaxial testing machine (ROCK600-5HT), as
shown in figure 1, which is made by TOP INDUSTIE COMPANY.
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The testing system has the following characteristics: high pressure (P1max:100MPa, P2max:50MPa,
P3max:10MPa); special strain ring, high precision; coupling the chemistry, mechanics and temperature;
Qmax of the pump: 15mL/min; high testing efficiency and so on. The diameter of the testing samples
can be 50mm or 25mm. As the origin machine cannot test the flow rate of the gas, so a gas flow meter
is added to test the flow rate.
Testing samples: the formation rocks are made in the shape of cylinder and the diameter of them
are all 25mm. The permeability ranges from 2.35mD to 30.24mD.
Experimental methods
There is no norm for testing the stress sensitivity by triaxial stress, so the testing method takes
example by SY/T5358-2002.
Step1: Set back pressure P4 to be atmospheric pressure, axial pressure P1 to be 1MPa, confining
pressure P2 to be 3MPa, and the pore pressure P3 to be 0.2MPa, according to the tested flow rate of
gas, calculate the permeability. Then change the confining pressure to be 6MPa, 9MPa, 12MPa,
15MPa, 18MPa, and test the corresponding permeability.
Step2: Set back pressure P4 to be 0.6MPa, and change the P3 to be 0.7MPa, then repeat the step1,
compare the results with that of step1 to analyze the effect of back pressure on testing permeability;
Step3: Set axial pressure P1 to be 2MPa, 3MPa, 4MPa, repeats the step2, analyze the effect of
axial pressure on the testing permeability;
Step4: Set the loading speed of confining pressure to be 0.15MPa/min, 0.3MPa/min,
1.0MPa/min, and repeat the step2, analyze the effect of rising speed of confining pressure on testing
permeability.
Analysis of experimental results
Influence of back pressure
As it is known that when the gas is flowing slowly in low permeability porous medium, an important
phenomenon will appear, that is “gas slippage”, Which will make the tested permeability larger than
the absolute permeability. And with the decrease of the diameter of porous medium, the effect of gas
slippage will be stronger. Two rock samples with different permeability are tested; the results are
shown in figure 2 and figure 3. It can be seen that whether the back pressure is low or high, the
relationship between net stress and the dimensionless permeability (ratio between tested permeability
and absolute permeability) follows exponential function. With the increase of the net pressure, the
tested permeability decreases quickly, when the net pressure reaches to a certain value, the decreasing
speed will become slow.

Fig.2 Relationship between net stress and dimensionless Fig. 3 Relationship between net stress and dimensionless
permeability(K=29.16mD)
permeability(K=4.77mD)

The relationship between net stress and dimensionless permeability is as following:
k/ki=βe-α(pi-p)
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Where, k is the tested permeability; ki is the original permeability; β is the revising coefficient,
decided by lab experiments; α is the deformation coefficient; pi is original formation pressure; p is the
average current pressure.
From figure 2 and figure 3, it also can be seen the difference between the stress sensitivity with
back pressure and without. That is, if there is back pressure on outlet of the testing cores, the stress
sensitivity tested will be stronger. The reason is that when there is back pressure, the pore pressure
will be higher, which will weaken the effect of gas slippage, and make the tested permeability even
smaller. And what’s more, with the increase of net stress, the pore and pore throat of the core will
become small, which will cause the gas slippage effect stronger, so it can be seen that: when the net
stress increases, the difference becomes larger.
Compare the results of different permeability cores (Fig.4), another phenomena can be observed:
the lower the permeability is, the more serious the stress sensitivity is.

Fig. 4 Difference of stress sensitivity between different permeability rock

Influence of axial stress
The experimental results are shown in figure 5 and figure 6, and the fitting relationships are listed in
table 1. They indicate that: with the increase of axial stress, the stress sensitivity becomes weaker,
which can be seen obviously from the curves and the deforming coefficient α. The reason is that,
when the confining pressure increases, the net stress will rise, which will cause the radial deformation
of the core and cause the length of core becoming longer, however, because of the axial stress, the
axial displacement is restricted. So the deformation of the pore and pore throat becomes small when
the axial stress increases, and the stress sensitivity appears weak. But with the increase of the axial
stress, the stress sensitivity will be closer, for the deformation degree becoming small.

Fig.5 Relationship between net stress and dimensionless Fig. 6 Relationship between net stress and dimensionless
permeability(K=28.95~30.24mD)
permeability(K:4.56~4.77mD)
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Influence of loading speed of confining pressure
The experimental results are shown in figure 7. The results indicate that: the faster the rising speed of
the confining pressure, the more serious the stress sensitivity of the core. The reason can be explained
by mechanics of materials: the faster the loading speed, the faster and more plastic deformation.
While the more the plastic deformation, the smaller the pore and pore throat, which results the lower
permeability. So when carrying out the stress sensitivity experiments, the proper loading speed
should be selected, if loading so fast, the result of more serious stress sensitivity will be got.

Fig.7 Effect of rising speed of confining pressure on stress sensitivity(K:2.35~2.47mD)

Conclusion
Through the experiment of triaxial stress sensitivity under different test conditions, it can be known
that:
Relationship between net stress and dimensionless permeability follows exponential function;
If there is back pressure on outlet of the testing cores, the stress sensitivity tested will be
stronger;
With the increase of axial stress, the stress sensitivity becomes weaker, to simulate the actual
reservoir, the experiment should be carried out under the condition of triaxial stress;
The faster the rising speed of the confining pressure, the more serious the stress sensitivity of the
core, so proper loading speed should be selected when carrying out the stress sensitivity experiments.
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